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Digitization Project of Kindred Languages

The National Library of Finland is implementing the Digitization Project
of KindredLanguages in2012–16.

Within the project we will digitize materials in the Uralic languages as well as
develop tools tosupport linguisticresearchandcitizenscience.

Through this project, researchers will gain access to new corpora which they
have not been able to study before and to which all users will have open
accessregardlessof theirplaceof residence.
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Kone Foundation Language Programme

The project is financially supported by the Kone Foundation and it is part of
the Language Programme. The main objective of the Language
Programme is to advance the documentation of small Finno-Ugrian
languages, theFinnish language,and minority languages inFinland.

Our objective within the Language Programme is to make sure that both old
and new corpora in Uralic languages are made available for the open and
interactiveuseof both the academiccommunityand the languagesocieties.
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Materials and Collection

The project seeks to digitize and publish approximately 1200 monograph
titlesand more than100newspapers titles invarious Uralic languages.

The digitization will be completed in early 2015, and the Fenno-Ugrica
collection will consist of 110,000 monograph pages and around 90,000
newspaperpages.

The majority of the digitized materials belong to the collections of the
National Library of Russia in Saint Petersburg and the copyrights are
sorted incooperationwith the NationalLibraryResource in Moscow.
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Selection criteria of material

The selection of the materials has been made in co-operation with the
researchersand weusedseveral criteriaupon theselectionofmaterial:

• genesis and consolidationperiodof literary languages
• availablilityof material in Finnish libraries
• onlineaccess to Russian collections
• locality– the languagesof peripheries is more tempting
• cost efficiency– loadsof parallel titles (translations)
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Selection criteria of material

Mordvinic language, Erzya, was converted into a medium of popular
education, enlightenment and dissemination of information pertinent to the
developing political agendaof the Soviet state. The “deluge” of popular Erzya
literature, 1920s-1930s, suddenly challenged the lexical orthographic
normsof the limitedecclesiasticalpublications fromthe1880s.

Newspapers were written in orthographies and in word forms that the locals
would understand. Textbooks were written to address the separate needs of
both the adults and children. New concepts were introduced in the language.
Thiswas thebeginningof a renaissanceand periodofenlightenment.
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Languages of publications

Mari
• MeadowMari
• Hill Mari

Sami
• Skolt

Samoyedic
• Nenets
• Selkup

Mordvinic
• Erzyan
• Moksha
• (Shoksha)

Permic
• Udmurt
• Komi-Zyrian
• Komi-Permyak

Ob-Ugric
• Khanty
• Mansi

Baltic Finns
• Ingrian
• Veps
• Karelian
• [Livonian]
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Languages of publications

http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File%3ALinguistic_map_of_the_Uralic_languages.png

By Maximilian Dörrbecker
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Project and linguistic research

The Digitization Project of Kindred Languages is also linked with language
technology. The one of the key objectives is to improve the usage and
usability of digitized content. During the project we are advancing methods
thatwill refinethe raw data for furtheruse.

The machined-encoded text (OCR) containquite often too many mistakes to
be used as such in research. The mistakes in OCR’d texts must be
corrected. In order to meet the objective, we have developed an open
sourcecode OCReditor thatenables theeditingoferroneous text.
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OCR editor
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Crowdsourcing the material of Fenno-Ugrica

We have estimated that the Fenno-Ugrica collection will contain around 200
000 pages of editable text.The researchers cannot spend so much time with
the material that they could retrieve a satisfactory amount of edited words, so
theaidofahelpinghand is truly needed.

Could crowdsourcing be used here to gain results?
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Crowdsourcing and citizen science

Citizen Science = interactive research that includes the participation of
researchers, students and any interested citizens. It is based on the work of
trustworthy volunteers, who help in observation, measuring and calculation
work. Citizen science is a way of obtaining new material and carrying out
large-scaleproofing.

Crowdsourcing = Interactive research can also benefit from crowdsourcing
i.e. collaborating with an indeterminate group to carry out development in
research. For instance, by crowdsourcing one can solve problems that
computerscannotyet solve.
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Crowdsourcing and citizen science

Often the targets in crowdsourcing have been split into several microtasks
thatdo not requireanyspecial skills fromtheanonymouspeople.

This way of crowdsourcing may produce quantitative results, but from the
research’s point of view, there is a danger that the tasks are too hard to
handle by the faceless crowd and the needs of linguistic research are not
necessarilymet.Also, thenumberof pages is toohigh todealwith.

The remarkable downside is the lack of sharedgoal or social affinity. There is
noreward in traditionalmethodsofcrowdsourcing.
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Nichesourcing and language communities

Nichesourcing is a specific type of crowdsourcing where tasks are
distributedamongstasmall crowdofcitizenscientists (communities).

Although communities provide smaller pools to draw resources, their specific
richness in skill is suited for the complex tasks with high-quality product
expectations found in nichesourcing. Communities have purpose, identity
and their regular interactionsengenderssocial trustand reputation.

These communities can correspond to research more precisely. Instead of
repetitive and rather trivial tasks, we are trying to utilize the knowledge and
skillsof citizenscientists toprovide qualitative results.
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Nichesourcing and language communities

Some selection must be made, since we are not aiming to correct all
200,000 pages which we have digitized, but give such assignments to citizen
scientists thatwouldpreciselyfill the gaps in linguisticresearch.

A typical task would be editing and collecting the words/pages in such fields
ofvocabularies,where the researchersdorequiremore information:

There’s a lack of Hill Mari words in anatomy. We have digitized the books in
medicine and we could try to track the words related to human organs by
assigning thecitizenscientists toedit and collectwordswith OCReditor.
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Interplay and altruism in crowdsourcing

From the crowdsourcing’s (nichesourcing’s) perspective, it is essential that
thealtruismplaysacentral role, when the languagecommunitiesinvolve.

Upon the nichesourcing, our goal is to reach a certain level of interplay,
where the language communities would benefit on the results. For instance,
the corrected words in Ingrian will be added onto the online dictionary, which
ismade freelyavailable for thepublic.The societycan benefitoutof it too.

This objective of interplay can be understood as an aspiration to support the
endangered languages and the maintenance of lingual diversity, but also
as aservantof “twomasters”, the researchand the society.
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Impact on Research and Society

How to measure the impact? Will the communities change by the resource
inbeneficialways thatcanclearlybe identified?

1. UtilityValue– I’mglad it ishere forme!
2. Existence / Prestige Value – I never have used these books, but I am glad that

its there forothers!
3. EducationValue–Wow!Ididn’t knowthat!
4. CommunityValue–That looksgood, let’suse it!
5. Inheritance/BequestValue – I’mglad theycanbenefit fromthis too!

(Indebtedto Simon Tanner for hisBalancedValue ImpactModel)

http://www.kdcs.kcl.ac.uk/innovation/impact.html
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Impact on Research and Society

Huge impacts on society and research are expected, but we don’t really
knowyetwhat the impactwill be andhowvaluable that is.

Get beyond the number games!
Once the digital resources and tools for enriching the data will be used, the
change will take place and a wider set of opportunities will be available to
differentcommunities, likenative-speakersand academic.
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Conclusions

The Fenno-Ugrica collection and its materials are only one part of the
work,albeit importantdue to their rareuse in research.

The machine-encoded texts do contain errors that need to be removed in
order tomatch themwith the researchers’needs.

The correction of the words will be done with the help of OCR editor and the
tasksaredistributed to thecrowd.

Instead of releasing tasks to the faceless crowd, we interplay with the
languagecommunities for the research’sandsociety’smutualbenefit.
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National Library of Finland
www.nationallibrary.fi/

Fenno-UgricaCollection
fennougrica.kansalliskirjasto.fi/

Project Blog
blogs.helsinki.fi/fennougrica/

V Kontakte
vk.com/fennougrica

Additional Information and contact details

http://www.nationallibrary.fi/
http://fennougrica.kansalliskirjasto.fi/
https://blogs.helsinki.fi/fennougrica/
http://vk.com/fennougrica

